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VOICE OF THE

AMERICAN HELVETIA
PHILATELIC SOCIETY

HAPPY 40th ANNIVERSARY

Pictured by President Chuck LaBlonde at AMERIPEX are Tecla Dominici and

Heinz L . Katcher of the Amateur Collector Ltd. Because this issue repre-

sents a change of TELL's schedule, they were not able to get an ad in this

issue - few missed in their 40 years . President Chuck has asked in the

name of the AHPS officers and members to wish them a HAPPY 40th ANNIVERSARY .
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President
Charles J . La Blonde

SOME RANDOM THOUGHTS

Bill Lucas did a superb job of organizing our AMERIPEX activities.

Every AHPS member should have a copy of our index . (Available
from Dale Eggen)

I wonder how many of our members save their TELLs.

Have you seen the new Strubel book yet? It will dazzle you.

If each AHPS member would contribute one page to TELL per year,
we would have it made.

Rumor has it that the Swiss sport semi-postal is supposed to
be scarce on cover.

The biggest payoff from stamp collecting is not in dollars and
cents but in new friends and lifetime acquaintances.

You can subscribe to new Swiss cancels directly with the PTT.
Details on request.

Our sales circuits and auctions are the best deals around today,
for buyers and sellers.

What would you like to see in TELL that ' s not there now?

Happy collecting,
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to-o
me!

EDITORS COMMENT AND OBSERVATIONS STEVE P . TURCHIK

Your TELL this time comes to you early so as to get you the
Swiss and Liechtenstein ads early enough to order them on time.
And when you buy new issues, please tell them you saw it
TELL . We hope this one time change in schedule will help
mesh with those agencies.

We congratulate Henry Ratz for his
efforts in winning a large bronze for
TELL at AMERIPEX . We thank John Stein-
berg of New York for sending the picture
on display at the show . Our serious
collectors who do not have that issue
and others put out by Henry are missing
some

	

excellent

	

resource

	

material.

I would also like to thank Ed Chalfant,
Chuck LaBlonde, Rudy Schaelchli for
pictures taken at the show .

	

Also,
I want to thank the Santa Paula Daily
Chronicle and Publisher Don Johnson
for screening and enlarging the photos.

Please, when sending articles to be published in TELL use 8½"
by 11" paper with a maximum of a 65 space line (pica) 6i inches.
Please leave a 3/4" margin at the top and bottom of the page.
I prefer type (with good ribbons) to computer print-outs.

Besides my activities in AHPS, I have some heavy responsibilities
in other organizations . I just can ' t sit down and do a TELL
on a minutes notice like I am doing with this issue . I need
some lead time, and of course it is appreciated.

It is not too soon to start talking about next year ' s dues.
President Chuck says that he doesn't feel a raise in necessary
at this time . Dick Hall is moving (as well as commuting across
country) back to California from Baltimore area . Because of
this we will have some problem with address labels, changes,
and the like . Please have patience with us.

It has been reported that our sales circuits are getting better
all the time, as well as our auctions . Give them a try.

I have gotten requests about fakes, what to collect, how to
collect, Swiss & Liechtenstein stamps and the like . Also, there
are numerous requests for exhibitors at shows . With this change
of schedule, I hope to be able to pursue those subjects in coming
issues of TELL.

Above all, please patronize our advertisers, and tell them you
saw it first in TELL.

Patronize Tell Advertisers

in
us
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WHERE FRIENDS MET

	

STEVE TURCHIK . EDITOR

Captured on President Chuck LaBlonde ' s camera are (L-R) Bill
Lucas, Chuck, and past revenue group chairman, Donn Lueck.

In front of the booth chatting about one of Felix Ganz ' s famous
charms is Felix, Editor Steve Turchik, and friend Beren Engelhart
pictured on black & white film by President Chuck . Thanks again.
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LIECHTENSTEIN POSTAGE STAMPS

By Harold Strong

AMERIPEX was magnificent! Most impres-
sive was the sheer size of the exhibi-
tion hall. I swear there were areas
that I did not see until the second
or third day of the show . Like any
good philatelic hunter my first stop
was at the bourse area . The second
impressive thing was that the dealers
didn't roll their eyes or put on a
blank expression when you asked after
Liechtenstein . They actually had some
material! Sure, sometimes it was in
with the Austria or Switzerland but
it was there . The pricing was very
uneven ; stamps ranged from 30% of Scott
to as much as 400% for MNH material
on the tables of some European dealers.
The former sold well & the latter not
at all . Activity was in numbers before
Scott #400, with later material seeming
to be in over supply . After the second
day the European dealers seemed to
have adjusted their prices accordingly.
Covers and postal stationary were less
easy to find . Prices here tended to
be good except in the first flight
and Zeppelin areas . One got the feeling
that a lot of people still have large
investments in some of these pieces
hanging over from the boom years of
1980-81 . There was also the chance
to find a buy in the cover area, such
as the Austrian card with Schaan cancel
that I picked up for $3 . This is the
LBK #32 priced at SF 75 in 1985 .

HUGO MEIER Philatelic Service
Director of Liechtenstein

Philatelic Service.

Any of you that attended the show got to see this card as I think I showed
it to anyone who would make eye contact with me . I think even the hotel

doorman had a look at it!

Next stop was the Liechtenstein Philatelic Service sales booth . Philatelic
Service Director Hugo Meier was in charge and he was assisted by the lovely
Claudia, also from Liechtenstein . They had all the new issues and also had
prepared a special cover for AMERIPEX featuring the recent Vaduz castle set.
Sales appeared to be brisk although a lot of it appeared to be related to
the Philatelic Passport . This item was guaranteed to build biceps on the
weakest of philatelic agency workers by the sheer volume of cancellations
required. The booth was using the green all purpose cancel/cachet available
at the philatelic window in Vaduz to do the cancelling . Full marks and con-
gratulations to Mr . Meier and Claudia for their patience and good humor.
I believe a number of new FL collectors were created by their attendance.
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Liechtenstein Report - Hal Strong - contd .

	

continued from page 143.

The FL Study Group meeting was a joy . Attendance exceeded our expectations,
and Max Rheinberger ran an entertaining session that included a question and
answer time, show and tell, and generally good fellowship . Mr . Meier attended
and gave a brief talk followed by a question session . I think everyone was
impressed with his candor and frankness, along with his knowledge of the inter-
national philatelic scene . I believe that Max will have a full report of
the meeting in "Liechtenstudy ."

At this point I might mention the lack of chairs in the main bourse and
exhibition area of AMERIPEX. As a result I found another benefit to my AHPS member-
ship. Chairs at the Society booth! Comfort aside it was a pleasure to sit
at the Society's well run table . Thanks especially to Bill Lucas for his
efforts on behalf of Swiss & Liechtenstein philately at the show . As Liechten-
stein collectors we owe a debt of gratitude to the AHPS membership at large
for their friendliness and cooperative attitude . Thanks!!!

I attended the Sunday general meeting of AHPS and enjoyed it very much . My
knowledge of Standing Helvetia issue was extended a hundred fold . Also the
comments by the dealers on the current market scene was very interesting.
Mr. Katcher's comment that the MNH craze was dead drew an ovation from the
group.

Last but not least in this brief report are the exhibits themselves . The
impression of value and research given by the display of collections is hard
to relate . The opportunity to view the great rarities and specialized material
in the philatelic phlesh was truly a once-in-a-decade experience . Many was
the time I felt like the cartoon character with the light bulb going over
his head . Concepts and descriptions that were hard to understand in the cata-
logs and literature suddenly made perfect sense when viewing the real item
or a research study . Whatever your interest, it was represented . It was
an educational experience of the first magnitude . What a pleasant way to
learn!

On a personal note, and in closing, I would just like to say thanks to all
of you old friends and new friends who made AMERIPEX a fun experience. The
group meetings, shop talk at the Society table, cheerful hellos in the bourse
area, discussions in the exhibit area, and pleasant dinners and drinks, all
reinforced my opinion that it's great to be a member of the AHPS!! Good
collecting!
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HANDSTAMPED & PRINTED REVENUE PAPER OF CANTON GENEVA . SWITZERLAND

by Donn Lueck, ARA 1520

The appearance of this article constitutes the first attempt at listing the
handstamped and printed revenues of Geneva . This does not purport to be
a complete listing, nor has any attempt been made to price these items.
Information leading to adequate pricing is unavailable at this time . Later,
with receipt of further information, such an attempt may be made.

We trust that information presented herein will enable those of you in posses-
sion of such material to better categorize your collection. Readers able
to shed additional light on these items are invited to correspond with the
author : P 0 Box 11582, Phoenix, AZ 85061.

A single-line circle, 25 mm in diameter, with "TIMBRE
ORDINAIRE" inscribed at the top with the Canton Geneva
arms in the center . The value is inscribed at the bottom
of the circle with diamond-shaped ornamentsseparating
the value from the inscription . The handstamp is in
black . The unvalued embossing usually appears below
the handstamped revenue (Figure 1) . The following values
are known :

30 CENT .

	

1 . FR .

	

SIX SOLS

There is one document in the author's collection dated
January 25, 1875 with the 30 Cent. handstamp in upper
left corner.

The same as Figure 1 with the inscription "TIMBRE EXTRA-
ORDINAIRE" at the top. The following value is known:

1 . FR.

The same as figure 1 with the inscription "TIMBRE DE
VOITURE" at the top . The following value is known:

10 CENT

A double-lined circle, 25 mm in diameter, inscribed "CAN-
TON DE GENEVE" at the top with an ornament in the bottom
of the circle. The inscription in the center reads "DE/
FR.100/ET/AD DESSOUS/5 .C ." in five lines . This is the
only example known (Figure 2) . There are no documents
to verify dates of use.

PRINTED REVENUE PAPER A double-lined circle, 26 mm in
diameter, inscribed "CANTON DE GENEVE" at the top with
the value at the bottom of the circle. The coat of arms
is in the center of the circle (Figure 3) . They are
printed in black on white wove paper . The following
values are known :

	

Fr . 0 .50

	

FR . 1 .--

	

Fr . 1 .50.

A double-lined circle, 27 mm in diameter, inscribed "JETON
DE PASSAGE POUR UN PIETON AUX PORTES DE LA VILLE DE GENEVE'

with the value at the bottom . The outer circle is dotted,
the inner circle is a thin solid line . The Geneva coat
of arms is in the center . This is printed in black on
heavy laid paper (Figure 4) . The following value is
known :

	

10 CENT.

This printed revenue pays the fee for a person to walk
into the city of Geneva . The date of use of this item
is not known.
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SWITZERLAND STANDING HELVETIAS 1 882-1907

Quick! What's the next number in this sequence : 82b, 94a, 95a, 84b,
96a,

Take a bow if you answered "87b". These numbers are part of the
sequence by which the editors of the Scott Catalog have chosen to number
the 1901-1902 issues of Swiss Standing Helvetias. The purpose of this
article is to unsnarl the mess and to put you on a firm footing for ident-
ification of these interesting issues.

The first of the copper-plate recess-printed Standing Helvetias were
issued in 1882 as high-denomination (20 centimes and up) replacements for
the Seated Helvetia embossed issues . (The Cross over Numeral typographed
design was used for the lower values) . Standing Helvetias continued in use
through 1908, when they were replaced by the typographed Helvetia Seated on
Rock definitive issue. The first Standing Helvetias were printed by Muell-
haupt & Son in Bern . In 1886 the contract was transferred to Max Girardet
in Bern, and in 1907 it was transferred again to Benziger & Co . in Einseld-
eln . The Standing Helvetias were demonetized on December 31, 1924.

These issues are truly a specialist's delight . During their 26 years'
currency, they appeared in an amazing range of shades The soft copper
plates from which they were printed suffered from all manner of nicks and
scratches The plates were frequently imperfectly transferred and wore
quickly. These factors contributed to a large number of plate varieties
and retouches to the plates (including even a position that was hacked out
of a plate and replaced!) The Swiss Zumstein Specialized catalog devotes a
total of 59 pages to these seven denominations and lists only the most
prominent varieties. Acquisition of this catalog is mandatory if one plans
to collect these issues to any degree of specialization.

With several world-class, stunning-rarity exceptions, none of these
stamps will cost over $100.00 for a sound, fine to very fine used example,
and most of them are in the under-a-couple-of-dollars class. There is
always the hope that more of these rarities are quietly waiting In accumu-
lations and dealers' stocks, just waiting to be discovered . A check of the
catalog will reveal which are the rarities . The Standing Helvetias were
issued in such profusion that, even today, it is possible to pick up
relatively unpicked-over shoeboxes of the more common denominations . Most
of the denominations are readily available on cover . Interesting combin-
ation frankings, with the Cross over Numeral, the 1900 UPU, and later
issues are available, most at fairly reasonable prices.

PERFORATIONS: All these stamps were comb-perforated . In all, four
different gauges were used. The first was II 3/4 all around. In 1888 this
was replaced by a coarse 9 3/4 x 9 1/4 gauge. This coarse gauge was
replaced in 1891 by a pert 11 1/2 x 11 gauge, which continued in use until
about 1901, when it was changed to pert 11 1/2 x 12 . The three finer
gauges then alternated until the Standing Helvetias were replaced . Please
see the perforation silhouettes on the diagnostics page (page 6) for exact
details of these perforations.

PAPER: The Standing Helvetias first appeared on white paper bearing a
colorless cross-in-oval control mark . Some catalogs call it a watermark,
which it isn't, for it was embossed or pressed into the paper after the
paper was made . It was not an integral part of the papermaking process, as
with a true watermark . There were two varieties of the control mark : the
first was wider and a bit taller than the second . The second replaced the
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first in 1894 . The Zumstein, Michel and Minkus catalogs distinguish major
catalog numbers on the basis of the two different types of control marks;
the Scott Catalog doesn't even mention their existence . In 1905 the con-
trol marked paper was replaced with white paper watermarked with a Greek
cross design . Finally, in 1907 this watermarked white paper was replaced
with granite paper, also bearing the Greek cross watermark . The colors of
the silk-thread fragments are red and blue and are very tiny : view the
back of the stamp under a strong glass to determine whether it is on
granite or white paper.

The illustrations of the two control marks and the Greek Cross water-
mark on the diagnostics chart (page 6) are to scale . The two control marks
are somewhat tricky to tell apart until you become familiar with their
characteristics through experience . lt helps little to know that the

distance between the inside and outside ovals measures 8/lOths of a millimeter
on the first type and roughly half a millimeter on the second : these tiny
measurements are nearly impossible to make on a stamp dipped in watermark
fluid and reposing in the confines of a watermark dish . Fortunately, most
of the used Standing Helvetias come with a year-dated circular date stamp
cancel . So, if the cancel date is 1893 or before, the stamp certainly has
a type I control mark, and if it is cancelled 1895 or later, the stamp
almost certainly has a type II control mark.

The Scat Catalog pricing on those stamps which can only be told apart
by control mark seems to reflect the cheaper stamps, namely those bearing
control mark II . The per 11 1/2 x 11 stamps bearing control mark I are
identified in the identification table (page 7) by their major Scott Cata-
log number and the letter suffix "x". Below are approximate value correct-
ion factors to be applied to the Scott values for control mark II stamps to
determine the values of the corresponding control mark I stamps

Most of the perf 11 1/2 x 11 control mark I stamps can be picked out
of U. S. dealers' stocks as "sleepers" masquerading as the cheaper control
mark Il stamps. The 30 and 40 centimes, though, are quite elusive used.

IDENTIFICATION : First, determine the type of control mark (or water-
mark) and paper (white or granite) . You have four choices:

A. white paper, control markI
B. white paper, control mark II
C. white paper, Greek cross watermark
D. granite paper, Greek cross watermark

Second, if the stamp is a 25 centimes blue or a 40 centimes, determine
which type it Is. Twice-normal-size tracings of the types appear on the
diagnostics page (page 6).

Third, check the perforations against the perforation silhouettes for
the proper paper/control mark on the diagnostics page (page 6) . At most
you have three perforation choices. I took great pains to ensure that the
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perforation silhouettes were reproduced in exact actual size. However, the
paper these stamps were printed on does not shrink evenly, so you have to
go for the closest match. Two silhouettes (or one, in the case of the
granite-paper stamps) will be obviously wrong.

Finally, armed with stamp denomination and color, paper/control mark
type, stamp type and perforation, go to the identification table (page 7)
for the Scott Catalog number.

CONCORDANCE : Use this concordance, which is in Scott order as it
appears in the catalog, to translate the Scott numbers into Zumstein,
Michel or Minkus numbers.

denomination,

	

year of

	

Zum-
type, etc .

	

issue

	

Scott

	

stein

	

Michel Minkus

A. 1882-91 (CONTROL MARK I, PERF . 11 3/4:

20c. orange 1882 82 66A 58XA 91v
25c . green 1882 83 67A 59XA 92v
30c . red brown -- 68A 60XA ---
40c. gray, type I 1882 84 69A 61XA 94v
40c . gray, type H ---- 85 : see group F
50c. blue 1882 86 70A 62XA 95v
1Fr . claret 1882 87 71A 63XA 97v
3Fr . orange brown 1891 88 72A 64XA 97v

B . 1888 CONTROL MARK I, F . 9 3/4 x 9 1/4:

20c . orange

	

1888 89 66B 58)8 91v1
25e. green

	

1888 90 67B 59)8 92v1
40e. gray, type 1

	

1888 91 69B 61)8 94v1
50c . blue

	

1888 92 70B 62XB95v1
1Fr . claret

	

1888 93 71B 63)8 96v1

C . 1891-1892 CONTROL MARK I, F.

	

11 1/2 x 11:

20c . orange 1891 82x 66C 58XC 91w
25c . green 1891 83x 67C 59XC 92w
30c . red brown 1892 95x 68C 60XC 93w
40c . gray, type I 1891 84x 69C 61)C 94w
50e . blue 1891 86x 70C 62XC 95w
1Fr . claret
3Fr . orange brown

1891
??

87x
---

71C
---

63XC
64XC

96w

D. 1/2 x 11:1894-1902 CONTROL MARK II, F .

	

11

20e . orange

	

1894 82a 66D 58YC 91
25c . green

	

1894 83a 67D 59YC 92
25e . blue,

	

type I

	

1899 94 73D 67C 98
30c . red brown

	

1894 95 68D 60YC 93
40e . gray, type I

	

1894 84a 69D 61YC 94
50e . blue

	

1894 86a 70D 62YC 95
50c . green

	

1899 96 74D 69C 100

( the Concordance is continued on page
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AMERIPEX REPORT

	

CHUCK LABLONDE, PRESIDENT

Saturday morning

What was billed as "the first ever national meeting of US Liechtenstein col-
lectors" was held from 1000 to noon at the Hyatt Regency O'Hare . Charles
LaBlonde, President of the AHPS, opened the meeting and introduced the chairman
of the AHPS Liechtenstein Study Group, Max Rheinberger of Duluth . Mr.
Rheinberger discussed the background, goals, and organization of the group, also
his own Liechtenstein connections . Max then introduced Hugo Meier, Director
of the Liechtenstein Philatelic Service . Mr. Meier gave a fascinating talk
on the country itself as well as the role of philately in the Liechtenstein
government . (Full text shown in the current issue of Liechtenstudy bulletin).
This was followed by a lively question period during which Mr . Meier deftly
answered some tough questions on quantities of stamps issued and the famous
Olympics issue (or infamous non-issue) . There followed a show and tell/dis-
cussion led by felix Ganz, Hal Strong, and Marianne Rheinberger . As expected,
the time was too short, but everyone left content at having been part of a
historic first. And Mr . Meier had a small gift for all participants.

Saturday Afternoon

The first of two Swiss meetings was held from 1 to 3 PM in the Hyatt Regency
O'Hare . AHPS President, Chuck LaBlonde, presided over the meeting, which
constituted the official 1986 AHPS National Convention as defined by the
society bylaws . He recognized those AHPS honorary life members in attendance,
Felix Ganz and Harlan Stone . Or . Ganz got everyone's attention by displaying
a copy of the beautiful new Strubel book and taking orders for it . Before
Before the meeting was over Felix had negotiated free shipment of the book
for AHPS members . Dale Eggen described preparation of the AHPS index which
went on sale at AMERIPEX . He introduced Karl Henson, the genius who computer-
ized the index . Highlight of the afternoon was the first public performance
of the new AHPS slide show on postal stationary . Thanks to Howard Bauman
and Felix, the show was spectacular.

Sunday Afternoon

The second AHPS meeting at AMERIPEX was the frosting on the cake . Mrs. Lee,
President of the Helvetia Society, Great Britain, and her husband, former
president of the Royal Philatelic Society were honored guests . Georg Valko
gave an outstanding show on postal rates of the Standing Helvetia period.
he illustrated the show with many beautiful and unique items . Through his
generosity, a copy of his slides and his postal rate information was made
available to the AHPS. Following Mr . Valko, two longtime dealer friends of
AHPS, Mr. Katcher and Mr. Chalfant, presented a dealer's-eye view of Swiss
philately . Discussion was lively and the questions were tough . Mr . Katcher
favored us with yet another telling of how he discovered the 5 centime rayed
star postage due and how it might have come to exist . All in all, AHPS
participation in AMERIPEX was very memorable.

A Few Facts

By any standard of measurement AMERIPEX was a smashing success for us . Bill
Lucas, with the help from many folks put on a professional spectacular show
in Chicago . Our booth was nice and professionally done, while being a good
meeting place for members & friends . We signed up around 30 new members,
and had over 200 people signed our guest book . Dale Eggen mentioned about 30
indexes were sold. As space permits, we will have some AMERIPEX pictures
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For maximum fun in the stamp hobby, follow the
motto "Collect what you please" . This article
by R . L. Rainey suggests some friendly avenues.

NOW JUST SUPPOSE that you are a monolingual American, and you want to ask

a favor of someone whose native tongue is German. In this case, a delicate

cultural point of etiquette becomes a factor . You must always phase requests

in German words that show a degree of respect for the person addressed.

Dreadfully crude to let a man who deserves to be "Sir" feel instead that

you have approached him as "Buddy," "Mac," or "01' Bean ."

The sampling of German at the heading of this page is characteristic

of very cordial, friendly usage permissible ONLY after long acquaintance

or close family relationship . . .or perhaps membership in an association like

AHPS . The chummy word "DU" will then fit properly in asking "Will you please

do me a favor ." Otherwise, to play it safe, you build your sentence around

"Sie ."

Favors can bring some enjoyable items into a collection of Swiss phil-

atelic souvenirs . (There is a curse on these "trophies" of present-day hobby

correspondence . . .because stamps to make a nifty cover may over-pay the appli-

cable postage rate . "Postal historians" want pure, innocent, dumb-luck

occurrences from mailers unaware of "preparation techniques" used by stamp col-

lectors . Nevertheless, it is nice to have on one envelope full booklet panes

of 10, 20, and 40c Folk Customs with cancellations socked on the nose . This

piece was sent from Lausanne by a reader of TELL, whose native tongue is

French, who liked to practice writing English, and who made a deal to "repat-

riate" a number of blocks-of-four (paying ransom of 50% Zumstein) . Perhaps

TELL has made many such contacts possible. More might develop in time if

a small space in our magazine listed Swiss and Americans enthusiastic about

making up special postal curios .

continued on page 151.
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The American Helvetia Philatelic Society offers five 35mm . educational
color slide programs for use of local stampclubs

A. "Switzerland . A Panorama of its Postal History and Stamps" is a
79 slide survey covering many aspects of Swiss collecting, from
an example of the earliest postmark on a 1699 letter from
Geneva to a 1975 commemorative stamp featuring Beat Fischer, the
founder of the famous Fischer Post of 1675.

B. "Pro Juventute Stamps 1950-1957" . . .the years that Insects were
the subjects . . .75 slides and text discuss literature, sheet
margin markings, varieties, collection sheets, folders, booklets
and first day covers . A great example of opportunities for
specialized study . . .either as an Insect Topical or of the
Pro Juventute Foundation . . .the charity system that raises
millions of Francs annually from the surcharges on these
traditional Christmas time stamps.

C. "On Collecting Used Stamps, as demonstrated by pages of Swiss
and United States Stamps ." This is a short program of 26 color
slides showing how Swiss collect their countrys stamps . .with
some suggestions on how to improve your collection.

D. "Switzerland's . Imperforate Sitting Helvetia Issue of 1854-1862"
shows with 59 slides how collectors can distinguish the eight
different printings of these "Strubel" stamps by paper thickness,
color shades, imbedded silk security threads and different styles
of federal post marks . Examples of usage include covers with
authorized bisects and mixed frankings with earlier and later issues.

E. "The St . Gotthard Railway of Switzerland, 1882-1982" has 70 slides
based on Felix Ganz's exhibit which won an 1982 American Topical
Association award for the best thematic display . It shows stamps
associated with the railways route, tunnel construction, stations,
trains, publicity and first day post marks, also postal stationery
including freight arrival notice cards, and examples of
pre-railroad mail carried by foot messengers and postal coaches
over the pass . A notable 1932 souvenir booklet commemorates the
50th Anniversary of the tunnels completion.

You are invited to borrow one or more of these programs by filling out
the order blank on the reverse side .





Dear Members,
We have some interesting and different material in

Auction #68 including some useful cover Lots.
I can use more Lots for the fall and winter season . Please

keep in mind that it is the specialized material that sells the
best . Values are from Zumstein and Amateur Collector Catalogs
or estimated retail values otherwise stated.

For Auction #68 1 sfr = $ .58 and the British pound =
$1 .49 .

The Closing date for Auction #68 is October 5, 1986 .





continued from page 150.

FIRST DAY COVERS supplied by the PTT have lost some appeal since
collectors are now aware of "de-personalization" with quantity pro-
duction that has to be done far ahead of the actual issue date . To
get around this problem, make friendly contacts in towns where mail
is postmarked with a K-cancel . Having a pen-pal will also make it
possible to fabricate things the PTT doesn't mass produce . . .like a
combination of publicity issue and definitives released on the same
date . Larger envelopes are needed for such arrangements . One came
from UNTERSTAMMHEIM with a hand-lettered cachet "Ersttag-Kombo mit
übertriebene Dekoration 17.2 .83" . A big splash in any language!

Somehow postal service personnel in

Switzerland see copies of TELL, and

respond to MINI-ADS . . .or otherwise find

AHPS members willing to be pen-pals.

One man who works swing shifts in the

main post office at Zurich has caught

the favor fever, and pieces of mail

franked with blocks-of-four come and go over

the Atlantic . Recently the first semi-

postal benefiting sport activity was

useful if paired to postcard rate . To

make the Pro Sport card even more topical,

the Schalterbeamte added a copy of

Zumstein 491 . (Exhibit D).

Favors are a dividend of membership

in AHPS . Every collector seems to have

some philatelic expertise to share, out-

side his vocation . A computer owner has put data on K-cancels into the mira-

culous memory machine, and print-outs are yours for the asking . An air pilot

can also identify stampless covers, and put approximations of value on them.

A musician-educator can translate communications in three of the official

Swiss languages . . .and even untangle some of the dialect twists. An insurance

advisor can help make the Sales Circuit books do a better job . That is citing

only a few of the member-to-member assists.

Some kibitzers and nit-pickers are to be found among AHPS members, hands

in Switzerland are subject to scrutiny to expose counterfeiting or "

improvement," two Sitting Helvetias now are stamped with the word VERFALSCHT in

red ink on the back . The Swiss dealers are devoted to protecting the unwary

buyer of rarities . The health of the stamp business could be threatened

by "floating" fakes . Still it is painful to accept recommendations to destroy

continued on page 152.
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continued from page 151.

nice-enough-looking antiques . How badly deceptive is a false tooth? That

is what the dealer detected under his microscope . So BANG! BANG! the grim

warning rides forever on the old ladies.

P .S . Take a minute to thank any U .S .Postal Service employee who puts nicely

centered cancels on your outgoing mail...or who brings along your dainties

from Switzerland up-defaced by notations or stickers . It hurts to see a

self-adhesive receipt for registered mail plastered across the stamps that

somebody located so carefully on a cover.
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POSTMARKS

SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE
156 TELL September/October 1'



THE GIRARDET POSTHUMOUS PROOFS : Fairly often one encounters
stamps of the Standing Helvetia type, or a stamp with a similar frame but
bearing a head with the inscription "LIBERTAS", imperforate, in either
normal or wrong colors and on plain wove or fancy laid or batonne paper.
These were posthumous emissions by one of the contractors for the original
Standing Helvetia issues, Max Girardet. They are fairly common and merit a
retail of only a few dollars apiece . A goodly handful of them make an
interesting and colorful album page.

A NOTE OF THANKS STEVE TURCHIK . EDITOR

From time to time some of officers and members come across

philatelic literature as the above rendering sent us by

Thomas Kendall or the firm MOSTLY CLASSICS, 1108 Davis

Street, Suite 121, Evanston, IL 60201 . We feel that some

this type of material is good for our readers who do not

have other sources of this kind of information . We thank

Tom for sending the material, and we invite comment on

this and other material used in TELL . However, when send-

ing material, please recognize that we cannot when/if

material will be used . Also, when exacting printing stand-

ards are required, please note that I send the material

to the printer with a request stating what you want, but

have no way of having quality control in such matters.

Also, please remember that this (and all jobs in AHPS)

are strictly volunteer positions . Please write me about

any particular type items you may want to read about in

TELL.
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BOOK REVIEW FELIX GANZ

"Les Timbres Fiscaux Cantonaux de Geneve"

Denis Gainon, Les Timbres Fiscaux Cantonaux de Geneve (The
Revenue/Fiscal Stamps of the Canton of Geneva) .

	

1986 ; 48 pages.
Price 10 Swiss francs, plus about 2 Fr . seamail postage . Avail-
able for US $7 . IN BILLS (PLEASE NO CHECKS OR MONEY ORDERS)
from Robert Huerlimann, Gruenweg 2, CH-2502 Biel, Switzerland.

The revenue/fiscals study group of the Swiss Postal Stationery
and Entires Collectors Society has published this little research
work in a handy format, priced in Swiss francs and based on
earlier studies from between 1875 and 1985, including the study
group's own periodical, private collections, and officials in
the the Canton of Geneva government.

The pages are cleanly typed and then multilith-reduced.

The booklet is heralded as the first, complete, and up to date
catalogue of all fiscal/revenue stamps of Geneva Canton . It
contains over 400 different entries in sixteen categories.
Several of these categories were not listed in reference works
such Forbin, Schaufelberger, or even Abrams' unpublished
manuscript .

Research also led to listing two different types of thehitherto
less carefully listed "Effet de Commerce" issues.

Illustrations are adequate thought not great . A variety of
type and variation finder diagrams, however, do help a lot
for classifying your holdings in detail . Perforation differences
paper varieties, and other details are listed very clearly.

The language of the entire booklet is French only ; but a
collector reasonably familiar with these cantonal issues will
be able to use this very helpful work with reasonable ease even
if totally unfamiliar with French.

(Personal P .S . : and now only 25 Swiss Cantons' revenue stamps need to be
covered . . . .)

FOR EXAMPLE

	

Steve Turchik, Editor

There appears to be growing interest in revenue related Swiss material, some
examples of Geneva revenues from my collection are included for beginners
who haven't viewed these pretty things.
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A BIT OF HISTORY

	

GEORGE H . WETTACH
HELVETIA SOCIETY POST CARD

At the invitation of David Durham, I decided to look for some-
thing for TELL . What might be of interest to our readers is
this 1949 postcard announcing a SWITZERLAND Stamp Exhibition
at Philadelphia, PA.

First off, you must understand I am not a specialist and there-
fore cannot produce a serious article . I like covers and the
more unusual, the better . Even so, I don't have a great collec-
tion but enjoy what I have.

Editor ' s Note : Thanks George . As AHPS & our predecessor's approach our 50th anniversary in
1978, I enjoy receiving any items of memorabilia such as this item. Our thanks again to David
Durham for his contributions to our society and his continuing support of TELL . It is most
appreciated.
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AWARDS CHAIRMAN RUDY SCHAELCHLI

AMERIPEX REPORT FROM AWARDS CHAIRMAN

The big show is now history, but I'm sure we have not heard
the last word about it .

	

It took me 15 hours driving time to
get there, but it was worth it . I've met some of our members
and was also urged by editor Steve into manning our Society table,
a welcome chance to rest the tired feet.

The highlight of any show is the study of the exhibits .

	

It
was impossible to see them all, but thanks to Linn's I was able
to see the exhibits I had planned to visit .

	

Switzerland and
Liechtenstein were represented with 10 great exhibits . I'm
sure we all admired the 5 cent Rayed Star postage due from 1878.
The beautiful stamp is in excellent condition, has great color
and surpassing by far the other so-called rarest stamp in the
world.

As always, we never agree with the results of the judges, and
AMERIPEX is no exception . Congratulations are specially on
hand for Mr . Soderberg for the Large Vermeil and Harlan Stone
for the Large Silver the earned.

We also can pat ourselves on the back for the Large Bronze we
received for TELL and that should put a feather inSteve's*
cap for his great job . Many of us know Hans Schwarzenbach in
Zurich and congratulations go to him for the Large Silver he
earned for Die Postgeschichte and Large Bronze for his Ersttag
and Spezialkatalog of Switzerland-Liechtenstein.

All the other Swiss & Liechtenstein exhibits received their
well earned awards . Why the show did not request our medals
and certificates, I'll never know.

* We thank you for wanting to compliment the editor, Rudy . The credit, however, goes to a great

editor, Henry Ratz . The issue on display at the show is a real gem in every way . I thought

it should have gotten better than it did . Like you said, who is to judge?

HONORED GUESTS

HONORED GUESTS AT OUR

1986 CONVENTION ARE

MRS . LEE, PRESIDENT

OF HELVETIA (ENGLAND)

AND MR . LEE, FORMER

PRESIDENT OF ROYAL

PHILATELIC SOCIETY.
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SPEAKERS AT CONVENTION

Photographed by Chuck LaBlonde are Ed Chalfant
and Heinz Katcher, who gave a talk on current
state of philatelic market.
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